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invention. The recess in the defendant's end: tiles does not differ
materially frorn the recesses in the Garci'lls and Roux. Freres ex.hibits,
yet the complainant insists that the defendant has the recess de-
scribed in the patent.
In conclusion, there was no patentable novelty in Kreischer's hol-

low-tiled flat arch, the invention which is claimed in the complain-
ant's patent, in view of the prior state of the art. Hollow tiles were
old; fiat arches were old; flat arches made of hollow tiles in sections
were old; fiat arches of sectional hollow tiles with plane joints were
old; such arches supported at the ends by girders, and used to sup-
port the floors of fire-proof buildings, were old; such arches thus sup-
ported were old when the end sections of the tiling were provided with
a recess to receive the flange of the girder. Everything which is of
the substance of the invention was old ex.cept a slight change in the
form of the recess in the end sections of the tiling. No advantages
arising from this change of form are suggested in the patent, and it
is doubtful whether there are any practically. If there are any, the
form is described in terms so vague that any form which serves to
lock the tile to the girder will satisfy the description; and the old re-
cesses would do this. Kreischer, doubtless, thought that his arch was
new, and he described and claimed his invention broadly upon this
theory. It is now shown to have been old, and it is quite useless to
attempt to sustain the patent upon refined distinctions in minor de-
tails in structuro which the patentee evidently never contemplated,
and which certainly are not within the claims as expressed in the
patent.

THE NEG\UNEE.

(District Court, N. D. Illinois. July 14,1884.)

1. A.DMIRAl.Ty-OOLLISION-PLEADING-EvlDENCE-BuRDEN OF PROOF.
The failure of a respondent to allege, as a defense, that the collision was an

inevitable accident, does not aid the case of the libelant. The libelant's casa-
depends upon his snstaining the main allegations in his libel, to the effcct that
the collision was caUSed by the fault of the respondent, and if he fails of his
proof in that particular he cannot recover.

2. SAME-UNEXPECTED ApPROACH OF VESSELS-NAVIGATION LAWS.
In cases where two vessels approach each other unexpectedly in very danger-

ous proximit.y. the guide for their action should be rule 24 of the navigation
laws, (Rev. St. 4233,) which provides that" due regard should be had to all
the of navigation, and to any special circumstances which may exist
in any particular cllse, rendering a depart\lre from the general rules necessary
in order to avoid danger.

3. SAME-FOG-HORNS-PROOF-F.UI.UHE TO HEAn.
The testimony being that thil fog. horn was regularly and properly blown 'by

the ves,el complained against, the proof that it was not hcard bv the vessel
complaining d03S not, under the circuillstances, overthrow th-\t'testimony.
The proof that the horns were properly blown on each ve£8el, lind yet not heard
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on the other, simply shows that the best-known precautions which experi-
ence has suggested or the law provided, may at times fail of securing safety.

4. SAME-No FAULT WHEN RULES COMPLIED WrJ'H.
If the officers and crew of a vessel comply with all the rules which circum-

stances require tIJem to ohserve, they cannot be held in fault in the event of a
collision. The Rhode bland, 17 FED. REP. 554, distinguished.

In Admiralty.
Mix, Soble d- White, (of Cleveland, Ohio,) and W. H. Oondon, for

respondent.
H. W. Magee and C. E. Kremer, for libelant.
BLODGETT, J. The libelant in this case, as owner of the schooner

E. M. Partch, seeks to recover the damages sustained by his vessel
by a collision with the schooner Negaunee. The collision occurred
on the waters of Lake Michigan, nearly abreast of Ahnapee, and 12 or
15 miles from the west shore of the lake, and between the hours of 7
and 8 o'clock in the morning of September 19, 1880. The Negaunee
is a large three-masted schooner, and was laden with over 1,100 tons
of coal, bound from Buffalo to the port of Milwaukee. The Partch
was also a large three-masted schooner, loaded with cedar ties and
posts, and bound from Alpena to Chicago. The libel alleges that
the collision was occasioned wholly by the fault and negligence of
those in charge of the Negaunee, and the answer denies that there
was any negligence on the part of the Negaunee.
The proof shows, and it is admitted, that at the time of the collision,

and for several hours before, a thick wet fog had prevailed. The wind
was about S. The course of the Negaunee was S. W. by S., and the
course of the Partch was S. E. t S. The Negaunee was carrying all
her sails, and the Portch all her lower sails, but not her gaff nor jib
topsails, but she had been carrying all or part of her upper sails until
just before the collision. The speed of each was between four and
five miles an hour, as estimated by the judgment of their respective
officers and crews. The two vessels had been in company, or in sight
of each other, during the day before, and from the fact that they had
made the same distance during the night, I conclude that they had
run at about the same rate of speed, although it is probable that the
Negaunee may have carried more sail, as her cargo was heavier than
that of the Partch, and she was settled deeper into the water, and
probably needed to carry more sails than the Portch to make the
same speed.
I conclude from the proof, without now taking time to discuss it,

that both vessels had competent lookouts, and that both were sound-
ing their fog-horns at the regular intervals required by the sailing
rules. The Negaunee, being on the port tack, was sounding two
blasts of her horn in quick succession, at intervals of not more than
two -minutes, and Partch, being on the starboard tack, was sound·
ing one blast of her horn at intervals of not more than two minutes.
The concurrent proof from witnesses on the decks of both vessels is
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that neither heard the horn of the other, and that the vessels were
not over 150 feet apart when they sighted each other, and I am sat-
isfied that they sighted each other about the same instant. The wit-
nesses also agree that when they sighted each other a collision was
inevitable. At this time the Poi·tch was pointing nearly to the fore-
rigging of the Negaunee, and the wheel of the Portch, by order of her
captain, was put hard up, and the sheets of her after sails slacked off,
by which maneuver it was intended to swing the bow of the Portch
off with the wind, and, if possible, carry her astern of the Negaunee,
while the Negaunee's wheel was put hard down at about the same time,
for the purpose of bringing her head up into the wind. The expedi-
ents resorted to on both vessels were unavailing, and the bow of the
Portch struck the Negaunee near the Negaunee's mizzen rigging, tear-
ing out her bowsprit and breaking in her bows, but doing compara-
tively little injury to the Negaunee. As already said, it is agreed by
the officers and crew of both vessels that when each became aware
of the proximity of the other a collision was inevitable, and the most
that w.as expected from the maneuvers adopted was to mitigate the
damage.
It is urged on the part of the Portch that it was a fault on the part of

the master of the Negaunee to put his wheel hard down and come up
into the wind, as he thereby lost some of his headway and threw the
stern of his vessel towards the Podch; while it is contended on the part
of the Negaunee that her captain did the right thing, and that the mas-
ter of the Portch was at fault in putting his wheel hard up; that if
he had put his wheel hard down the Portch would have swung up into
the wind, and the two vessels would have come together by the bows,
where they are strongest, and would have glancod off from each other.
Experienced practical navigators have testified on both sides, and
seem about divided equally in opinion as to whether the maneuver
attempted by the Portch or that attempted by the Negaunee was the
best seamanship. There is, however, good authority in support of
the action of the master of the Negaunee.
In the Kedge-Anchor, a treatise on navigation, used as a text-book

at the United St.ates naval academy, the following rule is stated:
Rule 404, (page 221.) "In cases of surprise and danger, from the accidental

meeting of two ships on opposite tacks in the night, it too often happens that
officers ar(\ more apt to give orders to the stranger than to take any measure
of precaution themselves, such as hailing to put the helm up or down, and to
clear them, when they may be as much in fault, and possess the same means
of extricating themselves from the difficulty. In situations of this sort, it is
much better that both parties should put their helms down rather than up;
the ships will approach each other for a time, but will diminish in velocity,
and afterwards separate."
I do not Care to discuss the question of nautical skill here raised,

as I think tpere can be no doubt that the maneuvers resorted to on
each vessel must be deemed to have been adopted in e:dremis, and
the master of neitber is to be charged with fault for what he did un·
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del' the circumstances. One cannot say from the proof, with any de-
gree of certainty, that a collision would have been averted, or the
consequences any less serious, if different maneuvers had been made
or attempted.
But it is urged that the Negaunee, being on the port tack, was, under

the seventeenth rule of section 4288, Rev. St., required to keep out of
the way of the Partch; that the Partch had the right of way and was
to hold her course, and it was the Negaunee's duty to give the way
or turn out; and this rule would be aptly invoked if the proof showed
that those in charge of the Negaunee had sufficient notice of the
proximity of the Portch to enable them to execute the proper move-
ments to give the Partch the way. The proof, however, shows, as r
have already said, that at the time the Negaunee's officers were ap-
prised of the prel:lence of the Partch, they were so near together and
a collision so imminent that it was futile to attempt to keep out of
the way; and it seems to me that, under the circumstances, rule 17
was inoperative, and rule 24 of the same section, which requires that
"due regard must be had to all the dangers of navigation, and to any
special circumstances which may exist in any particular case render-
ing a departure from the general rules necessary in order to avoid
immediate danger," became the guide of both parties; that is, that
each party, under an unexpected impending peril, must do what he
can promptly to avoid it.
r can see no reason for concluding, from the proof in the case, that

the lookout of the Negaunee was negligent or incompetent. It is true,
r think, if the testimony is to be believed,-and it is not incredible,-
that these two vessels found themselves suddenly looming up out of
this dense fog within 150 feet of each other, and without either hav-
ing heard the fog-horn of the other, although the horns on each may
have been sounded at the proper intervals. It must be remembered
that the fog was wet and dense, the wind from the south, about a five-
knot breeze, and the courses of the vessels such that the wind would
not aid in transmitting sounds from one to the other. They were
approaching each other at a combined speed of eight to ten miles an
hour, and if it so happened that their horns were blown simultaueously
two minutes before they sighted each other, there was time for them
to have passed over nearly a third of a mile after the last blast was
given on the horn of either vessel. When you add to this the fact
that the horn of the Partch was blown upon her windward side, so that
her sails would tend to interrupt or break the waves of sound from
her deck, I think it not unreasonable to conclude that the proper fog
signals were given from each vessel, and yet were not heard on the
other.
It is further urged that both these vessels were going too fast, and

that, this being a mutual fanlt, makes this a proper case for dividing
the damages. As has been before said, the proof shows the speed of
the two vessels to have been substantially the same. They were near
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enough together for company when the darkness of the night before
shut iIi upon them, and too near for safety when they first saw each
other in the Being of nearly the same size, and both
loaded, they had been so navigated during the hours of the night as
to make the same progress towards their port of destination. The
proof as to the distance they had thus passed over during the night,
as well as the velocity of the wind, all concurs, I think, in showing
that their speed at the time of the collision was not to exceed four
and a half miles an hour, and the proof shows this was no more
than Ii sufficient speed to secure steerage-way and prevent drifting to
leeward. Indeed, it seems to me difficult, if not impossible, to de-
monstrate that the rate of speed at which these vessels were' sailing
contributed to the danger of either. It so happened in this case
that these two vessels, running at substantially the same rate of
speed, came together. A little more speed on one or less on the other
wuuld have saved the collision. But upon what basis or data coulti
any have calculated that he increased his own safety or
that of other vessels he was liable to meet by going at a lower rate
of speed? 'The Negaunee might have been a greater peril to her-
self, or any ot,her vessel she was liable to encounter, if she had lain
still, if that were possible, during such a fog.
My attention is called by counsel to the case of The Rhode Island,

17 FED. REP. 554, where it was held that seven miles an hour by a
sail-vessel in a fog was too high a mte of speed; but in that case the
sail-vessel was running in a narrow passage-way, on pilotage ground,
where her officers knew she was liable to encounter other vessels, with
very little l'Oom in which to maneuver, and has many other facts to
distinguish it from this.
From the proof in this case, then, I cannot see that any fault for

this collision can be properly laid to the crew of the Negaunee. The
testimony is that her horn was regularly and properly blown. The
proof that it was not heard on the Portch does not, under the cir-
cumstances, overthrow this proof from the Negaunee. The proof
that the horns were properly blown on each vessel and yet not heard
on the other, simply shows that the best-known precantions which ex-
perience has suggested or the law provided J+lay at times fail of secur-
ing safety. If the officers and crew of the Negaunee complied' with
all the rules which the circumstances required them to observe, they
certainly cannot be held to be in fnuIt; and I am of opinion that the
proof does not show any failure or neglect on the part of those in
charge of the Negaunee which should make her liable for the damage
sustained by the Partch.
It is objected that the answer of the respondent does not allege, as

a defense in this case, that the collision was an inevitable accident;
but I do l').ot understand that it was necessary to make sucn an alle-
gation.. The libelant's case depends upon sustaining the main alle-
gation in his libel, to the effect that the collision was caused by the
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fault of the Negaunee, and if he fails of his proof in that particular
he cannot recover. The defense does not rest upon the fact that the
collision was an inevitable accident, but upon the question whether
it resulted from the fault of the Negaunee.
The libel is dismissed for want of equity, at costs of libelant.

THE GEN. MEADE.

(Circuit Court, D. Nebraska. July 23, 1884.)

1. LIEN ON VESSEL-WAIVEH.
A lien which has accrued upon II vessel for supplies furnished it, is not waived

or lost by the acceptance of commercial paper belonging to the lessees of the
vessel.

2. ADUIRALTY PRACTICE-PLEADINGS AND PROOF-VARIANOE.
When the allegations in an answer are that the owners leased certain boats

to a corporation for tIle term of three years, while the proof disclosed separate
charter-parties for each year, including the one in question, there is not such
a variance as will be regarded.

B. Fu.UJD ON (JREDrrORs-Ll£ASE OF VESSEL-EvIDENCE.
When Lhe ownerR of boats lease them to a transportation company, evidence

oian interest manifested by the owners in the success of the company is not II
sign of bad faith in mliking the lease, or of an attempted fraud upon creditors.

4. FOR SUPPLIEs-EvIDEKCE.
In a libel against a ve;sel evidence examined, and held to show that supplies

used upon a boat leased Ily a transporLaLion company were sold to the com·
pany and on its credit, and not on that of the boat.

5. SAME.
Where snpplies are fllrnisned to and upon the credit of a transportation

company, a lille! cannot be maintained agalllst a leased upon which they
were used.

In Admiralty. Un exceptions to the report of the referee.
T. P • .Jlfurphy, for libelants and intervenor.
J. M. WOOlW01'th, for claimants.
BREWER, J. This was a libel filed against the steamer Gen. Meade

for supplies furnished by the libelantB in the season, and mainly in
the month of April, 1882. The supplies were furnished at Bismarck,
in the territory of Dakota, a foreign port. That the supplies were
furnished is undisputed, but the contention of the claimants, who
are the owners of the boats, was and is tbat they were sold to and on
the credit of the Northwestern Transportation Company. After the
seizure of the boat, the intervenor appeared and filed his claim for
services as watchman at the port of Covington, in the state of Ne.
braska, also a foreign port. The case was tried in the district court,
and a decree rendered in favor of the libelants and the intervenor.
From this decree the claimants appeal to this court.
The case was submitted to the district court upon the testimony of

the libelants, and apparently the question submitted to that court waE.
whether, after the lien had accrued by the furnishing of the supplies,
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